Built by New York
PUBLICATION RELEASE FORM

Name of Project: ________________________________________________

The owners and copyright holders of drawings, photographs, and other images submitted to
the Center for Architecture in connection with the Built by New York exhibition hereby grant
permission to AIANY | Center for Architecture to use and reproduce this material for the
following purposes:

1. For use in the Built by New York exhibition at the Center for Architecture.
2. For use in AIANY | Center for Architecture publications, websites, audio-visual
   presentations, and media.
3. For publicity purposes in other media (inclusive of the AIANY | Center for Architecture
   website, exclusive of advertising or other commercial use), to announce Built by New York,
   or to educate the public about architecture.

If materials submitted are copyrighted, the copyright notice must be attached to each image and
noted below. AIANY | Center for Architecture will include credit and any copyright notice on
drawings, photographs, or digital images that the AIANY | Center for Architecture itself publishes
and will include this information with all material distributed to other media or retained in its
library archives. AIANY | Center for Architecture will not be responsible for the failure of any
other person or organization to include this information in their publicity.

AIANY | Center for Architecture reserves the right to edit each image for use in the exhibition
design and publicity purposes including, but not limited to, image masking and cropping.

NO ROYALTIES OR OTHER FEES SHALL BE PAYABLE BY THE AIA NEW YORK
CHAPTER FOR USE OF THESE MATERIALS.

This release covers the following materials that are part of the submission (e.g.
drawings, photographs, digital images): Note: separate forms must be executed and
materials must be identified below if there is more than one owner or copyright holder.

IMAGE CREDIT PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY:

_____________________________________________________________________

Name of Submitter: ________________________________________________

Signature of Submitter: ___________________________ Date: __________

Name of Photographer: _____________________________________________

Signature of Photographer: __________________________ Date: __________